Recommended Industrial Vacuums
- for paper & packaging manufacturers

OSHA requires good housekeeping practices in several General Industry Standards. While you may have taken steps to improve housekeeping, you might not realize that traditional methods such as sweeping can actually create health risks by agitating debris that produces dust clouds, a leading cause of respiratory illness and potential explosions.

The combustible dust NEP requires facilities to keep rated dust accumulations below 1/32”, about the thickness of a paperclip. To meet this requirement, regulatory agencies like OSHA and the NFPA, plus insurance agencies, recommend the use of properly-equipped industrial vacuum cleaners to keep dust accumulation at a minimum.

Cleaning Needs Around Paper & Packaging Facilities:
1. Overhead cleaning of pipes, beams, walls and mezzanines
2. Equipment and machinery cleaning
3. General maintenance around the plant floor
4. Safe removal of combustible dust in class-rated plant or coal generation areas

Industrial Vacuum Solutions:
- Certified explosion-proof
- Electric or pneumatic
- Certified HEPA / ULPA filtration
- Portable or stationary
- Single-phase or three-phase
- Overhead cleaning tool kits
- Central systems

Get started today:
1. Call (800) 645-3475 or email questions@nilfisk.com to get in contact with your local Nilfisk representative.
2. Arrange a site assessment and demo to determine the best vacuum for your cleaning needs.